Stontex Stone Rejuvenator Spray (500ml)
This product is used to clean and protect kitchen worktop surfaces like marble, granite, polished
concrete and also quartz. It has been specially formulated for countertops as it is food contact safe
solution with a polishing agent to provide a streak free clean surface. Our spray also contains a little
diluted sealer to enhance the stain resistance of the factory sealed surface. It is a very easy to use
complete care kit in a simple trigger spray bottle.

Application Instructions
Simply spray directly onto the worktop surface allow dwelling for a few minutes to break down any
contaminants on the surface and then polish dry with a micro fibre cloth. It can be used as an
everyday cleaner but we would recommend to use at least once a week to keep your worktop
looking its best and with optimum protection from stains. This cleaner is also very effective at
removing surface stains and has a fresh lemon scent and anti-bacterial cleaning properties.

·

Lemon fragrance rejuvenating worktop cleaner

·

Cleans and protects worktop surfaces i.e. natural stone and quartz.

·

Easy to use trigger spray bottle

·

Food contact safe technology

Associated Products
Ensure your natural stone / polished concrete counter top has been pre sealed already if in doubt
apply our Premium Rapid Dry Stone Sealer long lasting penetrating sealer with no colour change to
the material.
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Stontex Platinum Stone Sealer 1L & 5L
This product is used to help protect natural stone paving, tiles and brick from oil and water based
staining. Treating your material with this sealer will also help make ongoing maintenance and
cleaning much easier. It is a water based odourless penetrating sealer, which will retain the existing
colour of the stone, tile or brick. It is ideal for use internally in a confined space as there is no smell,
however it can also be used externally albeit our Rapid Dry Stone Sealer would be a better longer
lasting solution for external surfaces. Even though Platinum Stone Sealer is water based it has a very
high active ingredient content so the treated surface should perform for between 2-5 years
depending on wear and tear.

Application Instructions
It is important that the area you are treating be clean and dry prior to applying the sealer. Then you
simply either roll on with a normal paint roller onto your paving, or if you prefer you can spray using
a knapsack sprayer for large areas or just a simple hand held sprayer. Platinum Stone Sealer has
been formulated as one coat treatment but you can apply an additional coat if your material is
unusually porous for optimum protection. It is recommended that the freshly treated material is
kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.
·

High performance water based and low odour formula

·

Easy to apply one coat treatment

·

Does not change the look or feel of the material

·

Coverage rate up to 15sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material.

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
Deep clean you’re internal tiles prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover and for
ongoing maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or
a capful in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Slate Sealer 1L
This product was created specifically for internal slate floors, as slate cannot be machine polished if
you wish to have a polished finish then this acrylic coating which is very hard wearing is the ideal
solution. Slate Sealer will definitely change the look and slip resistance of the slate so this is an
important consideration and we recommend that you do a test area in an obscure area first. We do
not recommend this product be used externally.

Application Instructions
Roll the sealer on surface area like paint, the more coats added the shiner the finish will be. Best to
leave for 12 hours between coats to ascertain the look you are trying to achieve. It is recommended
that the freshly treated material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after
application.

·

Provides a hard wearing gloss finish on the surface

·

Not recommended for external use as it will be slippery when wet.

·

Coverage rate up to 15sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

Associated Products
Deep clean your slate floor prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover however if you are
removing old worn sealer or some other old coating treatment you will need to deep clean with our
Power Stripper Plus which will clean and help break down the old coating / lacquer. For ongoing
maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or a capful
in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Colour Intensifier 1L & 5L
This product was created to give a long lasting wet look to your natural stone paving and internal
tiles. It is a premium solvent based penetrating sealer which will enhance the look without changing
the texture i.e. it will not make the material slippery. Colour intensifier not only enhances the colour
but is also a sealer providing protection from common staining.

Application Instructions
Best to be applied using a roller and allow the treatment to penetrate into the material for about 2030 mins and then buff all the residue from the surface. Basically you will have a matt finish when you
start and should have a matt not shiny look when you’re finished albeit with a more enhanced
colour. Product can be sprayed onto a vertical surface but again ensure that any residue is removed
after the 20 -30 min dwell time. Normally one coat is sufficient but if the material looks patchy the
following day then it’s more likely very porous and simply apply a second coat to uniform the look. It
is recommended that the freshly treated material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6
hours after application.

·

Provides a wet look without the shine.

·

Suitable for internal and external use, ideal for black / dark stone or tiles

·

Coverage rate up to 15sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material.

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
Deep clean you’re internal tiles prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover and for
ongoing maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or
a capful in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Aerosol Spray Sealer (600ml)
This product was developed as a DIY spray sealer, ideal for sealing grout lines for tiles, walls and
floors. We have formulated this product to a professional grade specification so it can be applied to
the material even if it is slightly damp. This product is very well received by the trade as a tiler can
seal soon after grouting even if the grout is not fully dry thereby protecting the freshly grouted tiles
from staining straight away.

Application Instructions
Spray directly on to grout and even if it over applied onto the tiles this sealer will not change the
look of the material. A unique feature of this product is that it can also be applied even if the grout is
damp.
·

Easy application pressurised container.

·

Unique moisture tolerant formulation.

·

Non yellowing, deep penetrating sealer

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material.

Associated Products
Prior to sealing your grout if your grout has any mould staining then you can clean the grout lines
with our Mould Away spray cleaner. For ongoing maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50
with warm water in your steam cleaner or a capful in a basin.
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Stontex Porcelain Protector 1L
This is a specially formulated sealer for both internal porcelain tiles and external porcelain paving.
Even if the porcelain tile / paving is factory sealed it can be used to increase the stain resistance
properties of the material, which will make it easier to clean and maintain. This product will not
change the look or slip resistance of the material as it is a penetrating treatment.

Application Instructions
Best to be applied using a roller and allow the treatment to penetrate into the material for about 1015 mins and then buff all the residue from the surface. Product can also be sprayed but application
with roller ensures that the treatment penetrates better into the material again ensure that any
residue is removed after the 10 -15 min dwell time. Normally one coat is sufficient as porcelain is a
very dense material. It is recommended that the freshly treated material is kept dry and free from
footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.

·

Provides a natural matt look finish with oil and water based stain protection.

·

Suitable for internal and external use.

·

Coverage rate up to 20sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
Deep clean you’re internal tiles prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover and for
ongoing maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or
a capful in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Rapid Dry Stone Sealer 1L, 5L & 25L
This product was formulated for natural stone external paving but is also a very effective fast drying
sealer for internal natural stone tiles. Sealing stone externally can be problematic as it is very hard
for the stone to dry out completely prior to application. This creates delays for contractors in
particular who wish to lay paving and seal on the same day. With our special unique formula Rapid
Dry Stone Sealer can be applied to the paving even if there are still some damp patches on the
surface. The treatment will still cure even with the presence of moisture without any adverse
reaction or reduction in its stain repellent performance.

Application Instructions
Can be applied using a roller or sprayed on the surface just allow the treatment to penetrate into the
material for about 10- 15 mins and then buff all the residue from the surface. Natural stone is
porous by nature some stones more porous than others but this 10-15 min dwell time will be
sufficient to cover you for all types of stone. Normally one coat is sufficient but for more porous
material a second coat can be applied for additional protection. It is recommended that the freshly
treated material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.

·

Provides a natural matt look finish with oil and water based stain protection.

·

Suitable for internal and external use.

·

Coverage rate up to 15sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
Deep clean you’re internal tiles prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover and for
ongoing maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or
a capful in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Paver Plus 5L & 25L
This is a high performance outdoor sealer and jointing sand stabilising treatment for concrete block
paving. Paver Plus provides a matt finish that enhances the natural colour of your concrete block
paving. It will also provide high quality stain protection helping to prevents water, oil and dirt from
penetrating into the surface, making it easier to clean and maintain. It has a unique added feature as
it will also bind, seal and stabilise the jointing sand between the concrete block pavers. This will
allow the paving its natural flexibility as the sand is binded together and not stuck to the blocks. The
added benefit for the customer is that the sand will not be blown out of the joints from power
washing and general wear and tear. The integrity of the paving is maintained so subsidence of the
paving is virtually eliminated once the paving has been professionally laid in the first place of course.

Application Instructions
To apply the Paver Plus best to use a watering can with a rose attachment over the area required. It
is also possible to apply by spraying the treatment on the surface however this will seal the surface
of the pavers it will not penetrate very deep into the jointing sand. Once you have applied the
treatment on the surface you then disperse the liquid evenly over the surface depositing it into the
kiln dried sand in the joints using a rubber squeegee. Normally a one coat application but it should
be a generous coat to ensure depth of penetration into the jointing sand. It is recommended that
the freshly treated material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.
·

Inhibits weed growth through the jointing sand.

·

Helps to protect the surface of the pavers from oil and water based staining.

·

Coverage rate 2-4sqm per litre depending on size of the pavers

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
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Stontex Grout 2 New (237ml)
This is a unique tile grout colour restoration product it basically re-colours and also seals
existing/new grout lines. It is available in six colours i.e. White, Ivory, Standard Grey, Beige/
Sandstone, Dark Brown and Black. This treatment penetrates into the grout restoring the original or
if you wish even changing the existing colour of the grout. It also has the added benefit of enhancing
the stain resistant properties of the grout providing long lasting protection as well. This is a
professional grade formula it doesn’t just sit on the surface of the grout like many DIY type products
but penetrates deep into the grout to give long lasting colour enhancement and stain protection.

Application Instructions
To apply use a toothbrush or small brush and apply directly onto the grout lines, important to ensure
that the grout is as clean as possible prior to application ref associated product section below. Allow
the treatment to dwell on the surface of the grout for about 10 mins to ensure it penetrates as deep
as possible for maximum effectiveness. Then wipe any residue from the ceramic or porcelain tile
using a little Multi Clean on a clean cloth. If you are going to use this product around the grout lines
of natural stone tiles it is imperative that these natural stone tiles are sealed properly prior to
application use our Rapid Dry Stone Sealer if you are not sure and it is advisable that you take extra
care when applying the treatment around natural stone tiles.

·

Unique formula that re colours and stain protects the grout.

·

Makes the grout lines easier to clean and maintain

·

Coverage rate up to 30 linear meters depending on width of the grout lines.

Associated Products
It is important to ensure your grout is properly clean and the pores of the grout open prior to
application of the treatment use our Grout 2 New Pre-Treat Cleaner for this purpose. If your room is
not very well ventilated then you may get mould growing on your grout / tiles use our Mould Away
to remove this staining without effecting the performance of the Grout 2 New treatment. Having
your grout treated with Grout 2 New will inhibit stains from penetrating deep into your grout
making ongoing maintenance much easier
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Stontex Grout 2 New Pre-Treat Cleaner (500ml)
This is a special cleaner to use before applying the Grout 2 New treatment product. When applied
correctly it will both clean and open up the pores of the existing grout helping the Grout 2 New
colour treatment to penetrate deep into the grout for maximum long lasing protection. This product
is slightly acidic so ensure you wear gloves and be extra careful when using around acidic sensitive
material like natural stone tiles.

Application Instructions
Apply directly onto the grout lines and agitate with a soft bristle brush i.e. nail brush / tooth brush,
allow to dwell on the surface of the grout for about 5 mins and then wash thoroughly with clean
water. Once grout is clean and dry you are ready to apply the Grout 2 New re-colouring treatment.

·

Unique formula both cleans and open the pores of the grout.

·

Easy to apply trigger spray bottle.

·

Safe to use acidic formula that neutralises immediately on contact with water.

Associated Products
Specially created as a preparation cleaner prior to application of our unique re-colouring treatment
Grout 2 New for long lasting colour fast and stain protection.
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Stontex Tarmac Restorer 25L
This is a specially formulated tarmacadam sealer and colour restorer. It will bring any tarmac back to
life and uniform the colour as well as sealing the area. Making cleaner easier in the future simply
spray our Green to Clean cleaner onto the treated tarmac surface once or twice a year to keep the
moss, algae and lichen from recurring.

Application Instructions
Using a simple paint roller apply the 1st coat in and North/South direction, 2nd coat in an East/West
direction allow to be touch dry between coats one to three hours depending on the ambient
temperature. Ensure that all moss and general stains are removed from the surface prior to
application of the treatment. Also if there are damaged areas to old tarmac driveway then repairs
should be carried out prior to application of the treatment. It is recommended that the freshly
treated material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.

·

Restores the look and seals the tarmac

·

Easy to apply just like a paint and easy to maintain

·

Coverage rate 2 to 6sqm per litre depending on quality of the tarmac

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away the active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains from reforming on the surface.
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Stontex Wax Wash 1L
This product was specifically designed to clean and bring a sheen on dull stone or tile floors. It can be
used on various surfaces including terracotta, travertine, limestone and natural stone. Not suitable
for already polished / shiny tiles for this material use our Multi Clean everyday cleaner.

Application Instructions
Dilute with water as per instructions and mop area with the solution as you would normally clean
the floor. When the floor is dry it will have a sheen from the added sealer in this cleaning product.

·

Brings dull looking floors back to life

·

Cleans and protects in one wash

·

Coverage rate 20 TO 40sqm per litre depending on porosity of the floor surface

Associated Products
For extremely dirty floors then firstly deep clean with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover cleaner then
seal the floor with our Rapid Dry Stone Sealer on natural stone tiles or for ceramic / porcelain tiles
use our Porcelain Protector. After the floor has been deep cleaned and sealed then use this Wax
Wash as your ongoing maintenance cleaner.
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Stontex Step Safe 1L
This is a professional grade acidic product that will etch into the surface of the stone or tile. It can be
used on various surfaces such as ceramic, porcelain, natural stone floors and baths/showers. Do not
however use on marble, limestone or concrete floors as these materials are acid sensitive, consult
our technical sales department for advice on anti-slip treatments for these materials. Step Safe will
provide a long term anti slip protection once cleaned regularly using our Heavy Duty Grime
Remover, this cleaner will ensure that the pores on the surface of the treated material are properly
clean to ensure optimum performance of the Step Safe treatment.

Application Instructions
Make sure the area is dust free before application and test on a sample area before application on
the whole floor. This way you will know how heavy or light the application needs to be to obtain the
desired slip resistance required. Always apply neat with a sponge or roller onto a dry surface and
allow to swell for no more than five minutes. It is very important to then apply copious amounts of
clean water to neutralise the treatment and then mop dry or use a wet vacuum.

·

Permanently improves the slip resistance on wet floors

·

Easy to apply and maintain the surface and performance of treatment.

·

Coverage rate 15 to 25sqm per litre depending on the porosity of the material

Associated Products
If you wish to apply a sealer to give added protection against staining going forward then apply the
Step Safe product first. Once the anti-slip treatment is applied completely neutralised with water
and the floor is fully dry apply our Rapid Dry Stone Sealer on natural stone tiles or for ceramic /
porcelain tiles use our Porcelain Protector. To ensure that the slip resistance is performing to its
optimum then use our Heavy Duty Grime Remover for ongoing cleaning of your Step Safe treated
floor whether it is sealed or unsealed.
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Stontex Power Stripper Plus 1L
This is a ready to use product, which professionals use safely remove wax and coatings from natural
stone paving and tiles. It is also very effective at removing topical stains like paint from most
materials. Being ready to use it will be less time consuming and provide first class results for the end
user. Power Stripper Plus can be used on most surfaces including terracotta, quarry and Victorian
tiles, it has a low odour so can be used both internal and external surfaces.

Application Instructions
Apply undiluted, allow the gel to dwell on the surface for 10-15 minutes and during this time agitate
with a stiff bristle brush. It is most important to wash all residue thoroughly with warm water ensure
all residue from the gel is removed and allow the treated material to dry. For heavily soiled areas
repeat the cleaning process if necessary, surface should be dry before you reapply the gel cleaner.

·

Special gel formula for easy application to horizontal and vertical surfaces.

·

High performance with safe low odour formula.

·

Coverage rate up to 15sqm per litre – apply neat do not dilute.

·

Can be used on both internal and external surfaces

Associated Products
Once your stain is removed and the surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended
to seal your material. If it is natural stone or stone effect tiles or paving then use either Rapid Dry
Stone Sealer for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or

render cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in
question is concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use
our Porcelain Protector. However if your floor tile is factory sealed or ceramic you could just seal the
grout using our Aerosol Spray Sealer. After treating with a sealer use the appropriate ongoing
maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Heavy Duty Grime Remover 1L & 5L
This ready to use product is very popular with professionals as a cleaner to remove penetrated stains
in natural stone, ceramic and porcelain floor and wall tiles. It is also safe to use on sensitive stone
like marble and limestone. This special formula is ultra – effective at dissolving stains like ingrained
dirt, wax, grease, oil and other types of stains that has penetrated into the surface of the material.

Application Instructions
Apply either diluted with water or neat depending on how bad the staining is, agitate with a soft
bristle brush and allow to dwell on the surface for 10 – 15 minutes. Next wash all residue thoroughly
with warm water don’t allow the solution to dry on the surface. For heavily soiled surfaces increase
the concentration and repeat the process.

·

High performance formula for easy application to most surfaces.

·

Safe to use with low odour formula.

·

Coverage rate up to 30sqm per litre.

·

Used primarily on internal surfaces.

Associated Products
Once your stain is removed and the surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended
to seal your material. If it is natural stone or stone effect tiles or paving then use either Rapid Dry
Stone Sealer for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or

render cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in
question is concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use
our Porcelain Protector. However if your floor tile is factory sealed or ceramic you could just seal the
grout using our Aerosol Spray Sealer. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the
ongoing maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Cement Away 1L & 5L
This is a market leading safe acid used for removing grout film, lime mortar and cement residue from
surfaces both internal and external. Cement Away can also be used to remove efflorescence
encrusted / ingrained dirt plus lime scale / calcium deposits.
Ideally suited for use on acid resistant surfaces such as ceramic, porcelain but can also be used on
brick, clay, concrete paving and most natural; stones. Not recommended to use on marble or
limestone as they are acid sensitive materials. However depending on the surface finish of these
stones could be used but diluted very well.

Application Instructions
Always use gloves when using this product. Make sure that the material is wet then apply neat to
the wet surface and agitate with a soft bristle brush and allow to dwell on the surface for 10 – 15
minutes. Next wash residue with plenty of clean cold or warm water and allow the surface to dry, if
stain reappears reapply with higher concentrating and repeat the process until the stain is removed
completely

·

High performance formula for easy application to most surfaces.

·

Safe to use with low odour formula.

·

Coverage rate up to 10sqm per litre

·

Can be used on both internal and external surfaces

Associated Products
Once your stain is removed and the surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended
to seal your material. If it is natural stone or stone effect tiles or paving then use either Rapid Dry
Stone Sealer for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or

render cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in
question is concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use
our Porcelain Protector. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing
maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex All in One Outdoor Cleaner 5L
This professional, high performance cleaner is made for outdoor surfaces such as natural stone
paving, concrete driveways and paths as well as decking and wooden garden furniture. Its unique
formula is highly effective in the removal of organic stains n particular moss, algae and lichen. This
cleaner will penetrate into the material and lift all organic stains out, ideal to use prior to power
washing. It is a very fast acting cleaner and organic matter will not come back as quickly due to its
deep penetrating properties.

Application Instructions
Always use gloves and protective clothing when using this product. For very soiled areas apply
undiluted, for general cleaning dilute 1 to 1 with water. Next agitate with a soft bristle brush and
allow to dwell on the surface for 20 to 30 minutes. Next wash residue with plenty of clean cold or
warm water and allow the surface to dry you can use a power washer if you wish but a hose will do
the job also as the cleaner itself does all the work drawing all the stains out of the material.

·

High performance remover of moss and algae.

·

Fast acting and very effective.

·

Coverage rate up to 40sqm per 5 litre drum

·

For use on external surfaces only.

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your material. If it
is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer for a natural matt
finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render cladding use our

Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is concrete block
paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use our Porcelain Protector.
After treating with a sealer use the appropriate ongoing maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Limex Spray 500ml
This is a market leading highly effective cleaner in dissolving and removal of lime scale, water marks
and soap scum from glass shower doors and taps. This unique formula inhibits the return of lime
scale as the cleaner creates a protective film on the surface making much harder for these stains to
stick to the surface.
Limex can be used on a multitude of surfaces i.e. shower cubicles, baths, toilets, taps and sinks.
However you need to be careful using this product on acid sensitive natural stone like marble and
limestone.

Application Instructions
Do not dilute as it’s already in an easy to use trigger spray bottle, spray directly onto to lime scale
stained area allow to dwell for one or two minutes. Next agitate with a sponge or soft bristle brush
and rinse thoroughly with clean water. For stubborn stains repeat the process leaving to dwell on
surface for a little longer.

·

High performance remover of lime scale, water marks and soap scum.

·

Fast acting and very effective.

·

For use on internal surfaces ideal for kitchens and bathrooms

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your material. If it
is natural stone or stone effect tiles then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer for a natural matt finish
or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render cladding use our Façade

Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is a porcelain tile then use our
Porcelain Protector. However if your tile is factory sealed you could just seal the grout using our
Aerosol Spray Sealer. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing maintenance
cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Oil Spot Remover Spray 500ml
This is a specially formulated penetrating cleaner for the removal / dissolving of oil, grease and even
commercial hydraulic oil. It is in a ready to use spray bottle suitable and safe to use externally on
natural stone and concrete paving. This is a spot cleaner so ideally you would deep clean your paving
first with our All in One Outdoor Cleaner this will highlight for you where the oil spots are.

Application Instructions
Do not dilute as it’s already in an easy to use trigger spray bottle, spray directly onto to oil / grease
stained area allow to dwell for 5 minutes. Next agitate with a soft bristle brush and rinse thoroughly
with clean water. For stubborn stains repeat the process leaving to dwell on surface for a little
longer.

·

High performance remover of oil / grease stains

·

Fast acting and very effective.

·

For use on external surfaces ideal for natural stone and concrete paving

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your material. If it
is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer for a natural matt
finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render cladding use our

Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is concrete block
paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use our Porcelain Protector.
After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Mould Away Spray 500ml
This is a specially formulated cleaner for the removal of mould and unsightly black spots from tile
grout and silicone. Ideal for use in bathrooms and kitchen areas and can be used on most surfaces
i.e. natural stone, ceramic and porcelain tiles. As it is an alkaline based product avoid contact with
metal or wood flooring.

Application Instructions
Do not dilute as it’s already in an easy to use trigger spray bottle, spray directly onto to the mould
stained area allow to dwell for 5 minutes. Next agitate with a soft bristle brush and rinse thoroughly
with clean water. For stubborn stains repeat the process leaving to dwell on surface for a little
longer.

·

High performance remover of mould from grout / silicone

·

Fast acting and very effective.

·

For use on internal surfaces ideal for bathroom and kitchen areas

Associated Products
Once your grout is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your material. If it is
natural stone or stone effect tiles then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer on both grout and tile. For
a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render cladding

use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is a porcelain
/ ceramic tile then use our Porcelain Protector. However if your tile is factory sealed you could just
seal the grout using our Aerosol Spray Sealer. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use
the ongoing maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Rust Off 1L & 5L
This is a unique gel formula cleaner used for removing rust and iron oxide based stains from surfaces
both internal and external. It was specifically formulated to safely dissolve rust stains left by metal
garden furniture, leaking heating systems and grass fertilizer overspray. Rust Off has a unique colour
marker that causes the gel to turn purple when it comes in contact with rust / iron oxide so you
know that it is working to break down and dissolve this type of stain. It is also very effective at
removing iron oxide blooming that can occur naturally in some types of natural stones i.e. granite,
marble and travertine. Ideally suited for use on a multitude of surfaces, an extremely effective and
popular product.

Application Instructions
Apply neat to the rusty stained surface and agitate with a soft bristle brush and allow to dwell on
the surface for not longer than 10 minutes. The gel will envelope the iron oxide / rust into it and it’s
important not to leave on the surface for longer than 10 minutes otherwise rust will come out of the
gel and re stain the material. Next wash residue with plenty of clean cold or warm water and allow
the surface to dry, if stain persists then reapply as above until it is removed completely.

·

High performance formula for easy and safe application to most surfaces.

·

Ready to use fast acting results.

·

Unique gel formula for application to vertical surfaces

·

Can be used on both internal and external surfaces

Associated Products
Once your stain is removed and the surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended
to seal your material. If it is natural stone or stone effect tiles or paving then use either Rapid Dry
Stone Sealer for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or

render cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in
question is concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use
our Porcelain Protector. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing
maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Green to Clean 5L
This professional grade and environmentally friendly cleaning product is specially formulated
for the removal of microbiological products such as moss, algae mould and fungi from
porous, external surfaces such as natural stone & mono-block driveways. Also ideal for
treating vertical cladding surfaces i.e. brick, render, stone and has the additional benefit as
wood preservative on timber cladding, decking and fencing. Cleaning agent stays active on
your surface for up to 9 months, no more power washing which can damage your material,
simply spray on and walk away within two days to max two weeks all organic stains will
disappear and enzyme will keep working for many months inhibiting any re growth.
Application Instructions
Always pick a dry day to apply needs to be dry for four to six hours after application to
ensure that active ingredient keys into the surface material and keeps working for up to 9
months before it’s necessary to re treat. Pour the 5L drum of Green to Clean into a 25L
knapsack sprayer and fill up with water this product is always diluted with water. Then you
simply spray a generous amount saturating the surface, spray directly onto the organic stains
i.e. algae, lichen and moss and then walk away. This unique formula is activated by UV rays
so wait for a few days up to a few weeks at most and all your organic stains will disappear
·

Suitable for DIY and Professional use.

·

Specialist for the removal of algae, moss, lichen, fungi etc.

·

Coverage rate up to 80sqm per 5 litre drum

·

For use on external surfaces only.

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your
material. If it is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer
for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render
cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. After treating with the
appropriate sealer then use the ongoing maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Black Spot Remover 5L
Very similar chemical makeup to the All in One Outdoor cleaner but a much more powerful
version. This high quality cleaner is will remove most stubborn moss, algae and lichen stains.
If you still have issues with i.e. black spot stains after using the All in One Outdoor cleaner,
then apply the Black Spot remover neat to the affected areas. Black Spot Remover can be
used on various surfaces such as driveways, paths, patios, decking and fencing. Can also be
used on old headstones to remove deep rooted white lichen stains.
Application Instructions
Always use gloves and protective clothing when using this product. For heavily stained areas
apply undiluted, for general cleaning dilute 1 to 1 with water, leave to work overnight. Next
wash residue with plenty of clean cold or warm water and allow the surface to dry you can
use a power washer if you wish but a hose will do the job also as the cleaner itself does all
the work drawing all the stains out of the material.

·

Suitable for DIY and Professional use.

·

Specialist for the removal of algae, moss, lichen, fungi, mould, bacteria and viruses.

·

Coverage rate up to 25sqm per litre

·

For use on external surfaces only.

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your
material. If it is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer
for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render
cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is
concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use our
Porcelain Protector. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing
maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex MSP 600 (gun grade adhesive)
This market leading elastic adhesive is durable and fast curing. It has been formulated for
the bonding of most building materials including stone, concrete, brick, aluminium, steel and
copper. It can be both used externally and internally, plus the added value of being stain
resistant and permanently flexible. Colour matched specifically too many of the most
popular natural stones. Colours include White Carrera, Blue Limestone, Silver/Grey Granite,
Grey Concrete, Clear Crystal, Brown Emperador, Ivory Marfil and Black Basalt.
Application Instructions
Always make sure the material being joined are clean and dust free. Apply the product with
the supplied nozzle in strips or dots on the areas to be joined. Please note strips must be
applied in vertical rows, parallel to each other.
·

Suitable for DIY and Professional use.

·

Excellent strength

·

Can bond to slightly damp surfaces

.

U.V and water resistant

.

Will not cause corrosion to metal joints

Associated Products
After your surface is clean and dry it would always be recommended to seal your material. If
it is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer for a natural
matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render cladding use
our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. For ongoing maintenance on external
surfaces use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just spray and
walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9 months
inhibiting the organic stains from reforming on the surface. For ongoing maintenance on
internal surfaces use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner
or a capful in your mop bucket.
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Stontex Multi Clean 1L
This product is best described as an on-going maintenance cleaner for internal floors. Being
a neutral PH cleaner it can be used on natural stone such as marble and limestone plus
you’re usual ceramic and porcelain tiles. Due to the very high dilution rate it’s very
economical to use and it contains active ingredients that kill bacteria i.e. E.coli and MRSA
making it a very safe and effective streak free everyday cleaner.
Application Instructions
It can be diluted from 1:10 up to 1:50 parts to warm water. Apply as you normally would
either mop and bucket or ideally using a steam cleaner with facility to add cleaning agent
and dilute according to how dirty the floor is. Then after 5-10 minutes rinse with warm
water. Never allow the cleaner to dry on the surface being cleaned, repeat the process if
necessary to get a streak free clean floor

·

Streak free antimicrobial cleaner

·

Contains no acid, bleach or alkalise.

·

Coverage rate up to 800sqm per litre

·

For use on internal surfaces only

Associated Products
Once your surface is clean and dry then it would always be recommended to seal your
material. If it is natural stone or stone effect paving then use either Rapid Dry Stone Sealer
for a natural matt finish or Colour Intensifier for a wet look finish. For stone, brick or render
cladding use our Façade Pro 500 cladding protective treatment. If the material in question is
concrete block paving then use our Paver Plus and if its porcelain paving / tiles then use our
Porcelain Protector. After treating with the appropriate sealer then use the ongoing
maintenance cleaner recommended.
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Stontex Façade Pro500 25L
This product was formulated specifically for natural stone, brick and coloured render used to treat
vertical external cladding / facades. It is a very effective fast drying, fully breathable and invisible
treatment for external vertical cladding. Façade Pro 500 will not change the colour or look of your
material it is a professional grade high performance penetrating hydrophobic treatment for exterior
cladding. Basically it keeps the driving rain from penetrating through the outer leaf cladding solution
i.e. stone, brick or render. The thermal properties of your building is thereby greatly improved
resulting in energy retention and thereby saving as well as protecting the cladding material from UV
and weather damage. Ongoing maintenance and cleaning is much easier no need for aggressive
power washing simply spray our Green to Clean onto your treated cladding once or twice a year for
hassle free clean cladding.

Application Instructions
Ideal to be applied using a knapsack sprayer generously saturate the surface and allow the
treatment to penetrate into the material for about 10- 15 mins and then buff all the residue from
the surface using a fluffy head paint roller. Ensure that the treatment has penetrated into the
material and all residue is removed using a dry paint roller head. Most cladding material is porous by
nature some material more porous than others but this 10-15 min dwell time will be sufficient to
cover you for all types. Normally one coat is sufficient but for more porous material a second coat
can be applied for additional protection. It is recommended that the freshly treated material is kept
dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.
·

Provides a natural matt look finish with super water resistance properties

·

Suitable for most external vertical cladding material.ie stone, brick and render.

·

Coverage rate up to 3 to 5sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material

Associated Products
If required to deep clean you’re external cladding contact our technical department for advice on
what to use as possible a specialist contractor could be required. However if not heavily soiled and
for ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface
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Stontex Indian Sandstone Sealer 5L
This product was formulated for sandstone paving, it’s a very effective fast drying sealer for ideal
protection for your external sandstone paving. The sealer penetrates into the surface leaving a
natural look to the stone. It is also breathable so any moisture deep in the stone can evaporate
through the treatment so no unsightly blooming or picture framing stains which can occur with
cheaper stone / concrete coatings. High active ingredient commercial grade formula that is easy to
use and long lasting protection.

Application Instructions
Can be applied using a roller or sprayed on the surface just allow the treatment to penetrate into the
material for about 10- 15 mins and then buff all the residue from the surface. Sandstone is porous by
nature some stones more porous than others but this 10-15 min dwell time will be sufficient to
cover you for all types of stone. Normally one coat is sufficient but for more porous material a
second coat can be applied for additional protection. It is recommended that the freshly treated
material is kept dry and free from footfall traffic for 3 to 6 hours after application.

·

Provides a natural matt look finish with oil and water based stain protection.

·

Suitable for internal and external use.

·

Coverage rate up to 10sqm per litre depending on porosity of the material

·

Breathable treatment that will not trap moisture in the treated material

Associated Products
Deep clean you’re external paving prior to sealing with our All in one Outdoor Cleaner and for
ongoing maintenance use our Green to Clean product no need for constant power washing just
spray and walk away. The active enzyme contained in Green to Clean keeps working for up to 9
months inhibiting the organic stains for reforming on the surface.
Deep clean your internal tiles prior to sealing with our Heavy Duty Grime Remover and for ongoing
maintenance use our Multi Clean dilutes 1 to 50 with warm water in your steam cleaner or a capful
in your mop bucket.
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